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how the common understanding on the mechanism
celebrated its 15th anniversary with a highly attended
of action of Nimo can provide the framework for an
optimization strategy to improve the clinical benefit
international workshop: “Fifth Nimotuzumab Global
of the patient. One example of this was presented by
Meeting” held in November 23rd-25th, 2009 in
Arlhee Díaz, from the System Biology Lab of CIM,
Havana, Cuba. The meeting was chaired by Dr.
who described the in vivo and in vitro testing of niAgustín Lage Dávila, General Director of the CIM.
motuzumab on human glioblastoma cell line U87MG
This international meeting, with 250 participants,
with the aim of confirming that nimotuzumab redubrought together scientists from more than 20 countries
ces: tumor volume, angiogenesis, microsatellite forwho are involved in many aspects of nimotuzumab
mation,
CD133
cell number,
proliferation,
EGFR sigdevelopment, including its Nota:
mechanism
of action,
El contenido
de este
artículo
estará
disponible
naling and increases apoptosis. Dr. Luis E. Fernández,
indication targets, different therapeutic interventions,
enassessment.
libre acceso
política
editorial
desde
Head of
the Vaccine
Department
at CIM, during his
effectiveness and safety profile
The pre-según
lecture “EGFR Targeting with Antibodies: A Connecsentations at the 2009 meeting evidenced not only the
el 1ro de Octubre tion
delbetween
2010.Humoral and Cellular Immune Responrecent advances made in several clinical areas but also
ses?” illustrated the significant anti-metastatic effect
the challenges that lie ahead. To date, nimotuzumab
associated to 7A7 MAb. This is a murine anti EGF-R
has been administered to over 5000 patients in clinical
The contents
of this
be accessible
antibody,
with article
an action will
that mainly
depends on the
trials that have concluded andNotice:
others in progress.
mobilization
of
specific
anti-tumour
effector
The meeting was opened as
withOpen
a keynote
address
Access according
to the editorial policy CD8+T
cells, evidencing the existence of a pathway connecby Dr. Agustín Lage Dávila. Dr. Lage reinforced the
the humoral and cellular immune responses.
concept that nimotuzumab is not
a me-too
drug but an
since
October
1rst,ting
2010.
Another example on the understanding of the moinnovative drug with a potential differentiation pattern
lecular basis of the mechanism of action was provided
due to its low toxicity and its ability to mobilize ceby Dr. Ariel Talavera from the System Biology Lab at
llular immunity. Dr. Lage highlighted the current chaCIM, presenting nimotuzumab as an antitumor antillenge of the transit from product-oriented to diseasebody that targets the EGFR and blocks the binding of
oriented research, targeting special patient niches,
the ligand while permitting the conformation of the
evaluating chronic drug use and drug combinations
active receptor.
and finally the motivation to learn from expanded-use
There has been considerable progress in demonsprograms in “real oncology”.
trating the clinical benefits of the treatment with niThe first session entitled “Nimotuzumab´s Mechamotuzumab in pediatric and adult patients with glial
nism of Action” was chaired by Dr. Rolando Pérez,
tumors, as illustrated in several presentations during
Director of Research and Development of CIM. The
the second session of the meeting. Dr. Javier Figuereclassical paradigm for EGFR-targeted therapies is bado, Head of the Neurosurgery Service of the Center of
sed on the association between therapeutic efficacy
Medical and Surgical Research of Cuba, updated the
and cytotoxicity in the presence of significant dermaresults of a randomized, placebo-controlled, doubletologic toxicity which is used as a surrogate marker of
blind study using the nimotuzumab antibody combitherapeutic efficacy. It is also states that the objective
ned with radiotherapy (RT) on newly-diagnosed paclinical response achieved with these therapies corretients with high grade malignancy astrocytic tumors,
lates with median overall survival and that EGFR gene
anaplastic astrocytoma (AA, grade III) and multiform
mutations and K-Ras mutations are response predictor
glioblastoma (GBM, grade IV). Overall survival, resbiomarkers. Dr. Pérez presented a new EGFR-targeponse rate and safety are the endpoints of the trial,
ting paradigm using Nimotuzumab as a case study,
where 74 patients out of 80 have been recruited to rebased on the unexpected clinical findings according
ceive nimotuzumab combined with radiotherapy vs. a
to the current paradigm which are supported by the
group of patients treated with placebo plus radiotheradegree of inhibition of EGF-dependent receptor acpy. Preliminary results show that the median survival
tivation, permitting a basal level of receptor signaof GBM patients was 16. 43 months after their enrollling; bivalent binding to cells with high expression of
ment in the trial and after receiving at least 6 or more
EGFR as a consequence of intermediate affinity and
doses of nimotuzumab, vs 8.67 months in the placebo
a minimum threshold in receptor number; reduction
group; while in anaplastic astrocytoma patients the
of CD133+ cancer stem cells and neo-angiogenesis
median survival has not yet been reached in the nimoand finally the “Vaccinal effect” as an induction of an
tuzumab group vs 17.57 in the placebo group.
anti-tumor cellular immune response. This approach
On the other hand, intrinsic pontine gliomas (IPG)
has been focused on tumor localizations with EGFRaccount for approximately 8% of pediatric brain tuoverexpression, documentation of the evidence of
mors and appear almost exclusively during childhood
potentiation with radiotherapy (RT), evaluation of
and adolescence. The peak age of onset is 5-10 years
chronic treatment to exploit its low toxicity profile
with an extremely poor prognosis: median overall surand combinations with immuno-modulators.
vival (OS) ranges from 3 to 8.5 months and 1-year-OS
Throughout this session, there were examples of
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